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The current WLCG AAI

In operation since ~2003, 
and still working nicely: 

• X.509 trust fabric provided 
by IGTF (tells services which 
CAs are trusted) 

• X.509 certificates provided 
to users for authentication 

• Proxy certificates for Single 
Sign-On (SSO) and 
delegation 

• VOMS attribute certificates 
for attribute-based 
authorization (issued and 
signed by VO-scoped VOMS 
servers)
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Current WLCG AAI: the weak points

Usability 
• X.509 certificates are difficult to handle for users 

• VOMS does not work in browsers 

Inflexible authentication 
• Only one authentication mechanism supported: X.509 certificates 

• Hard to integrate identity federations 

Authorization tightly bound to authentication mechanism 
• VOMS attributes are inherently linked to an X.509 certificate subject 

Ad-hoc solution 
• We had to invent our own standard and develop ad-hoc libraries and central 

services to implement our own AAI 

Can we do better today?
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A novel AAI for WLCG: main challenges

Authentication 
• Flexible, able to accomodate 

various authentication mechanisms  
- X.509, username & password, 

EduGAIN, social logins (Google, 
GItHub), ORCID, … 

Identity harmonization & 
account linking 

• Harmonize multiple identities & 
credentials in a single account, 
providing a persistent identifier 

Authorization 
• Orthogonal to authentication, 

attribute or capability-based  

Delegation 
• Provide the ability for services to 

act on behalf of users 

• Support for long-running 
applications 

Provisioning 
• Support provisioning/de-

provisioning of identities to 
services/relying resources 

Token translation 
• Enable integration with legacy 

services through controlled 
credential translation
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The future token-based WLCG AAI
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Introduce a central VO-
scoped authz service that  

• supports multiple authentication 
mechanisms 

• provides users with a persistent, 
VO-scoped identifier 

• exposes identity information, 
attributes and capabilities to 
services via JWT tokens and 
standard OAuth & OpenID 
Connect protocols 

• can integrate existing VOMS-
aware services 

• supports Web and non-Web 
access, delegation and token 
renewal



The future token-based WLCG AAI
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Introduce a central VO-
scoped authz service that  

• supports multiple authentication 
mechanisms 

• provides users with a persistent, 
VO-scoped identifier 

• exposes identity information, 
attributes and capabilities to 
services via JWT tokens and 
standard OAuth & OpenID 
Connect protocols 

• can integrate existing VOMS-
aware services 

• supports Web and non-Web 
access, delegation and token 
renewal

Compliant with AARC  

blueprint architecture



Enabling technologies:  
an overview



Enabling technologies in one slide

OAuth 2.0 
• a standard framework for delegated authorization 

• widely adopted in industry 

OpenID Connect 
• an identity layer built on top of OAuth 2 

• “OAuth-based authentication done right” 

JSON Web Tokens (JWTs) 
• a compact, URL-safe means of representing claims 

to be transferred between two (or more) parties
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OAuth: a delegated authorization framework

OAuth defines how controlled delegation of privileges can happen 
among collaborating services 

Provides answers to questions like: 

• How can an application request access to protected resources? 
- How can I obtain an access token? 

• How is authorization information exchanged across parties? 
- How is the access token presented to protected resources? (i.e. APIs) 
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OpenID Connect: an identity layer for OAuth

OAuth is a delegated authorization 
protocol 

• an access token states the authorization 
rights of the client application presenting 
the token to access some resources 

OpenID Connect extends OAuth to 
provide a standard identity layer 

• i.e. information about who the user is and 
how it was authenticated via an additional 
ID token (JWT) and a dedicated user 
information query endpoint at the 
OpenID Connect Identity provider 

• provides ability to establish login sessions 
(SSO)
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JSON Web Tokens (JWT)

JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard that defines a compact, 
self-contained way of securely transmitting information between 
parties as a JSON object 

JWTs are typically signed and, if confidentiality is a requirement, can 
be encrypted.  
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Header Body Signature

. .

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7519


Why OAuth, OpenID Connect and JWT?

Standard, widely adopted in industry 

• Do not reinvent the wheel, reuse existing knowledge and tools, extend when 
needed 

Reduced integration complexity at relying services 

• Off-the-shelf libraries and components 

Authentication-mechanism agnostic 

• The AAI is not bound to a specific authentication mechanism 

Distributed verification of access and identity tokens 

• It scales 
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Back to our token-based AAI…



OAuth and OpenID Connect for WLCG

In order to access resources/services, a 
client application needs an access 
token 

The token is obtained from a VO (which 
acts as an OAuth Authorization Server) 
using standard OAuth/OpenID Connect 
flows 

Authorization is then performed at the 
services leveraging info extracted from 
the token: 

• Identity attributes: e.g., groups, roles, … 

• OAuth scopes: capabilities linked to access 
tokens at token creation time
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Identity-based vs Scope-based Authorization

Identity-based authorization: the token 
brings information about attribute 
ownership (e.g., groups/role 
membership), the service maps these 
attributes to a local authorization policy 

Scope-based authorization: the token 
brings information about which actions 
should be authorized at a service, the 
service needs to understand these 
capabilities and honor them. The 
authorization policy is managed at the 
VO level
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{
“iss”: “https://cms.wlcg.example”,
…
“groups”: “/cms”

}

{
“iss”: “https://cms.wlcg.example”,
…
“scope”: “read:/ upload:/store”

}

authZ 
decision

policy

authZ 
decision

token claims

token claims

https://cms.wlcg.example
https://cms.wlcg.example


Identity-based vs Scope-based Authorization
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scope-based authZ

identity-based authZ

* Slide courtesy of B. Bockelman

The two models can 
coexist, even in the 
context of the same 
application!



Token-based AuthN/AuthZ  
in practice



DOMA Third Party Copy



Token-based AuthN/Z in DOMA TPC WG

Bearer tokens used for authorization and 
delegation in HTTP third-party transfers 
across WLCG storage elements 

AuthZ already working fine for most SEs: 
dCache, DPM, StoRM, XRootD 

FTS exchanges a VOMS proxy with an 
SE-issued authorization token, which 
grants (a subset of) the privileges 
granted by the VOMS proxy on such 
storage element 

Agreement to converge on a common 
OAuth-based flow to request tokens
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Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

FTS requests a token that grants
write access to path:
/somefile



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

B returns a token, typically 
as a base64-encoded string
Let’s assume this string is T_B



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

B returns a token, typically 
as a base64-encoded string
Let’s assume this string is T_B

This is a token translation step: 
FTS authenticates with 
a VOMS proxy and gets back a 
bearer token



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

FTS requests a token that grants
read/copy privileges on path:
/somefile



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

A returns a token, let’s assume
this token is T_A



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

COPY /somefile HTTP/1.1
Host: A
Destination: https://B/somefile
Authorization: Bearer T_A
TransferHeaderAuthorization: Bearer T_B

FTS can now request a TPC
from A/somefile to B/somefile



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

COPY /somefile HTTP/1.1
Host: A
Destination: https://B/somefile
Authorization: Bearer T_A
TransferHeaderAuthorization: Bearer T_B

The protocol provides a way to request that certain headers in the COPY request are 
included in related transfer requests: all headers in the copy request starting with 
TransferHeader will be copied in the transfer request without such prefix.



Token-based delegated AuthZ example
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A B

FTS

PUT /somefile HTTP/1.1
Host: B
Authorization: Bearer T_B



Service-issued tokens vs VO-issued tokens

Service-issued tokens (like the ones used in DOMA TPC currently) only 
grant privileges on the service that issued the token 

VO-issued tokens, OTOH, will grant access to all resources that trust 
the VO authorization server 

• in a way similar to how VOMS attribute certificates grants access to all VO 
resources 

In the future we will likely see both types of tokens used, and token 
translation services to translate between the two 

• as it happens today at SEs to translate between VOMS ACs and an SE-issued 
tokens in support of DOMA TPC
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Standardization activities



The WLCG Authorization WG

Main objectives: 

• Design and testing of a WLCG 
Membership Management 
and Token Translation service, 
facilitated by pilot projects with 
the support of AARC 

• Definition of a token-based 
authentication and 
authorization profile for 
WLCG 
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGAuthorizationWG

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGAuthorizationWG


A common profile for Token-based AuthN/AuthZ

How is authentication and 
authorization information 
encoded in identity and 
access tokens? 

How is trust established 
between parties exchanging 
tokens? 

What’s the recommended 
token lifetime?
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Approach:  
rely on existing standards as much as possible,  

extend only when needed

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cNm4nBl9ELhExwLxswpxLLNTuz8pT38-b_DewEyEWug/edit#heading=h.3sywvn92h9qr


WLCG JWT profile: glossary

Define common terms and 
meaning  

Leverage standard definitions 
wherever possible  

Map general concepts to our 
use cases
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WLCG JWT profile: token claims

What are the required claims to be included in access tokens and ID 
tokens, and what is the meaning. 

Common claims: claims commons to access and ID tokens 

ID token claims: claims specific to ID tokens (mainly focusing on user 
authentication and identity) 

Access token claims: claims specific to access tokens (mainly focusing 
on authorization capabilities or attributes) 

The profile mostly reuses existing, standard claims, with some WLCG 
specific additions. Additional, application-specific claims are allowed
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WLCG specific token claims 

wlcg.ver: the version of the WLCG token profile the relying party must 
understand to validate the token. Example: 

wlcg.ver = “WLCG:1.0”

wlcg.groups: group information about an authenticated end-user, 
following a UNIX-like path syntax. Example:  

wlcg.groups = {“/cms”, “/cms/itcms”}
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Other claims used in the profile come from  
JWT and OpenID connect core standard

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7519
https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html


Scope-based authorization

OAuth provides scopes as a standard mechanism to express 
authorization permissions granted to client applications. 

In practice, scopes are a set of strings included in an access token that 
limit what are the operations that can be authorized by clients 
presenting such access token. 

OAuth scopes are commonly used in industry to define the 
authorization on service APIs. Examples: 

https://api.slack.com/docs/oauth-scopes 

https://developer.github.com/apps/building-oauth-apps/
understanding-scopes-for-oauth-apps/#available-scopes  

https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/googlescopes  
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https://api.slack.com/docs/oauth-scopes
https://developer.github.com/apps/building-oauth-apps/understanding-scopes-for-oauth-apps/#available-scopes
https://developer.github.com/apps/building-oauth-apps/understanding-scopes-for-oauth-apps/#available-scopes
https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/googlescopes


WLCG OAuth scopes

Building on the SciTokens experience, define scopes that would match 
our computing use-cases. First use case: storage access 

storage.read: Read data.  Only applies to “online” resources such as disk (as 
opposed to “nearline” such as tape where the storage.stage authorization should 
be used in addition). 

storage.modify: Change data.  This includes renaming files and writing data. 
 This permission includes overwriting or replacing stored data in addition to 
deleting or truncating data. 

storage.create: Upload data.  This includes renaming files if the destination file 
does not already exist.  This authorization DOES NOT permit overwriting or 
deletion of stored data. 

storage.stage: Cause data to be staged from a nearline resource to an online 
resource.
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Work in progress: 

can change!

https://scitokens.org/


Storage scopes and resource paths

Storage scopes may additionally provide a resource path*, which 
further limits the authorization. The resource path is provided 
respecting the following format: 

scope:path  

Examples:  

storage.read:/ 

storage.write:/protected

 36 * the path is required for selected scopes, more details in the profile



Path semantics

Following the Scitokens model, permissions granted on a path apply 
transitively to subpaths, e.g.: 

storage.read:/cms  

grants read access to the /cms directory and to all its content, but 
does not grant read access to the /atlas directory. 

This approach is not equivalent with POSIX semantics, but matches 
well with our experiments data access authorization models. 

 37

Work in progress: 

can change!
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Work in progress: 

can change!

Note that implementing this semantic is up to 
client applications, i.e. dCache, DPM, EOS, StoRM, EOS, 
XRootD, etc…., the token just provides a (signed) string!



The WebDAV interface exercise

To understand whether the currently defined capabilities match well 
with a real world storage access protocol implementation, we started 
matching the above scopes to the WebDAV interface currently 
implemented by many SEs 
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Discussion ongoing in the WLCG Authz WG  
Feedback is appreciated!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gLDiLu410XPqB1egpiJJiRh3sPTG-KsbpN1p9OQb7rI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gLDiLu410XPqB1egpiJJiRh3sPTG-KsbpN1p9OQb7rI/edit


Work in progress: 

can change!Scope-based attribute selection 

Use scopes to implement a group selection mechanism for groups 
equivalent to the one provided by VOMS, following the approach 
outlined in the OpenID Connect standard.  

Two types of groups: 

• Default groups: whose membership is always asserted (similar to VOMS 
groups) 

• Optional groups: whose membership is asserted only when explicitly 
requested by the client application (similar to VOMS roles)
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https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#ScopeClaims


Work in progress: 

can change!Scope-based attribute selection 

A parametric wlcg.groups scope is introduced with the following 
form: 

wlcg.groups[:<group_name>]?

With the following rules: 

• If the scope does not have the parametric part, i.e. its value is wlcg.groups, 
the authorization server will return the list of default groups for the user being 
authenticated for the target client. 

• if the scope is parametric, i.e. it has the form wlcg.groups:<group_name>, in 
addition to the default groups as described in the previous point, the 
authorization server will also return the requested group as a value in the 
wlcg.groups claim if the user is member of such group.
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Work in progress: 

can change!Scope-based attribute selection 

…with the following rules: 

• To request multiple groups, multiple wlcg.groups:<group_name> scopes are 
included in the authorization request 

• The order of the groups in the returned wlcg.groups claim complies with the 
order in which the groups were requested 

• the returned groups claim will not contain duplicates 

This seems complex, but it’s the attribute selection mechanism we use 
everyday with VOMS
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Note that implementing this semantic is (mostly) up to 
the WLCG AuthZ server (i.e., IAM). 



Scope-based attribute selection: examples

An authorization request with the following scope: 

scope=wlcg.groups:/cms/uscms wlcg.groups:/cms/ALARM wlcg.groups

will return the following wlcg.groups claim 

"wlcg.groups": ["/cms/uscms","/cms/ALARM", “/cms"]

assuming /cms is the only default group defined at the authorization 
server
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Trust & security

The profile document also provides recommendations on token 
lifetimes and trust establishment and other important aspects 

 43 * Slide courtesy of H. Short

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cNm4nBl9ELhExwLxswpxLLNTuz8pT38-b_DewEyEWug/edit#heading=h.3sywvn92h9qr


The INDIGO IAM service



INDIGO Identity and Access Management service

Flexible authentication support  

• (SAML, X.509, OpenID Connect, 
username/password, …) 

Account linking 

Registration service for moderated and 
automatic user enrollment 

Enforcement of AUP acceptance 

Easy integration in off-the-shelf components 
thanks to OpenID Connect/OAuth  

VOMS support, to integrate existing VOMS-
aware services 

Self-contained, comprehensive AuthN/AuthZ 
solution
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INDIGO Identity and Access Management service

Originally developed in the context of the 
INDIGO DataCloud project 

Sustained by INFN for the foreseeable 
future with support from: 

• EOSC-Hub 

• ESCAPE 

Selected by WLCG to be the at the core of 
the next-generation WLCG authorization 
service in support of LHC computing 
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Testing integration with IAM

IAM has already been integrated  with off-the-shelf components 
(Openstack, Kubernetes, …) and WLCG middleware 

• DODAS,FTS, dCache, StoRM WebDAV 

• RUCIO (integration ongoing now) 

Integration with IAM can be tested NOW
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Thanks for your attention. 
Questions?



Useful references

IAM @ GitHub: https://github.com/indigo-iam/iam  

IAM documentation: https://indigo-iam.github.io/docs  

WLCG Authorization WG: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/
WLCGAuthorizationWG 

WLCG AuthZ WG Demos: https://indico.cern.ch/event/791175/
attachments/1806605/2948665/demos.mp4 (IAM starts at minute 46) 

IAM in action video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rZlvJADOnY  

Contacts: 

• andrea.ceccanti@cnaf.infn.it 

• indigo-aai.slack.com
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https://github.com/indigo-iam/iam
https://indigo-iam.github.io/docs
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGAuthorizationWG
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGAuthorizationWG
https://indico.cern.ch/event/791175/attachments/1806605/2948665/demos.mp4
https://indico.cern.ch/event/791175/attachments/1806605/2948665/demos.mp4
https://indico.cern.ch/event/791175/attachments/1806605/2948665/demos.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rZlvJADOnY
mailto:andrea.ceccanti@cnaf.infn.it
http://indigo-aai.slack.com


Backup slides



Web application  
integration scenario



Web application: authorization code flow
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IAM

Home IdP

Web
App

A Web App integrates with IAM to 
delegate user authentication 

management and obtain 
authorization information



Web application: authorization code flow
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IAM

Home IdP

Web
App

OAuth and OpenID connect 
provide the 

authorization code flow 
 in support of this integration 

use case



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Home IdP

Web
App

User points its browser to web app,
which redirects back to IAM for 

authentication



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User points its browser to web app,
which redirects back to IAM for 

authentication

authorization 
request



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User does not have a valid session at 
IAM, so IAM shows the login page

authorization 
request



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User does not have a valid session at 
IAM, so IAM shows the login page

authorization 
request



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User does not have a valid session at 
IAM, so IAM shows the login page

authorization 
requestUser selects EduGAIN, 

and chooses his home 
IDP for authentication



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User does not have a valid session at 
IAM, so IAM shows the login page

authorization 
request



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User is redirected to home IDP
for authentication



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

User is redirected to home IDP
for authentication



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

Home IDP authenticates user
and sends back an authentication

assertion, via redirection and possibly
other interactions between IAM and

the IDP



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

IAM validates the assertion,
the user is a registered one, so IAM

shows a “Give consent” page



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

IAM validates the assertion,
the user is a registered one, so IAM

shows a “Give consent” page



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

IAM generates an 
authorization code 

and sends it back to web app using 
an HTTP redirect  



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

The Web App 
exchanges the 

authorization code 
with a couple of 

tokens:
an access token and 

an id token

id



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

In the IAM 
implementation, 
both tokens are 
JWT tokens.id



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

The access token 
provides (mainly) 

authorization 
information

id



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

The id token provides 
(mainly) authentication 

informationid



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

Both tokens are 
validated following to 
the OpenID Connect 
guidelines, checking 
temporal validity, 
token signature, 
audience, etc…

id



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

Additional information 
about the user can be 
requested by querying 
the /userinfo endpoint 
and providing the just 

obtained 
access token 

for authentication/
authorization purposes



Authorization code flow
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IAM

Web
App

Home IdP

The returned JSON 
object contains 
authentication 

information that can 
overlap with the 
contents of the 

id token, 
depending on the IAM 

configuration

{}



Authorization code flow in practice

In practice, decent OAuth/OpenID Connect client libraries implement 
all the above behind the scenes. 

As an example, Apache mod_auth_openidc requires the following 
information to enable a working OpenID Connect integration 

• The OpenID Connect provider discovery/metadata URL 

• Client credentials 

The library then takes care of exchanging messages with the OpenID 
provider, implementing verification checks, and provides the obtained 
authentication/authorization information to the protected web 
application 

•  typically via env variables or HTTP headers
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https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc

